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The purpose of the work presented in this paper is to develop a general and robust
approach for autonomous robot navigation inside a crop using LiDAR (Light Detection
And Ranging) data. To be as robust as possible, the robot navigation must not need any
prior information about the crop (such as the size and width of the rows). The
developed approach is based on line extractions from 2D point clouds using a PEARL
based method. In this paper, additional filters and refinements of the PEARL algorithm
are presented in the context of crop detection. A penalization of outliers, a model
elimination step, a new model search and a geometric constraint are proposed to
improve the crop detection. The approach has been tested over a simulator and
compared with classical PEARL and RANSAC based approaches. It appears that
adding those modification improved the crop detection and thus the robot navigation.
Those results are presented and discussed in this paper. It can be noticed that even if
this paper presents simulated results (to ease the comparison with other algorithms),
the approach also has been successfully tested using an actual Oz weeding robot,
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